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COLD-AIRINVESTIGATIONOFA 3_-STAGEFAN-DRIVETURBINEWITHA STAGE

LOADINGFACTOROF4DESIGNEDFORAN INTEGRALLIFTENGINE

II - PERFORMANCEOF2-, 3-, AND3_-STAGECONFIGURATIONS _.

byWarrenJ. Whitney, HaroldJ. Schum, andFrank P. Behning

LewisResearchCenter

SUMMARY

1 1
The

performance of the 2-, 3-, and 3_-stage turbine configurations of a 3_-stage
fan-drive turbine with a stage loading factor of 4 has been determined. The perform-

ance of the first stage (or single stage) configuration was previously investigated and

reported. The 3_ stage turbine produced design equivalent work output at design speed
, with an efficiency of 0.855. This efficiency was within 0. 008 of the efficiency predicted

value (0.863). This agreement demonstrates the adequacy of the prediction method in

the high stage loading factor regime.

At the condition of design work output and design speed, the ratio of equivalent mass

design equivalent mass flow was 1. 046, 1. 042, and 1. 046 for the 3_-, 3-, and
flow to

2-stage configurations, respectively. The corresponding ratio for the single-stage tur-

bine (obtained in the reference investigation) was 1. 049. This indicates that the specific

work output - mass flow characteristics of the three stages were closely matched. The

excess mass flow occurring at this condition also indicates the desirability of a blading

_djustment to increase the stator blade and rotor blade outlet flow angles, and thereby

to cause design mass flow to occur at design work output.

stage work distribution was determined from the 3_-, 2-, and single-stage re-The

sults. This distribution was first stage, 0.330; second stage, 0.338; third stage, 0.332.

• Thisis very closetothedesignstagework distributionwhich was 0.333forallstages.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years NASA-Lewis Research Center has devoted some effort to the study

; of engines for vertical and short takeoff and landing (VSTOL) aircraft. One of the types

of engines considered for this application is the integral lift engine which is a high by-

..... J "r_- ............... ] ....
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pass ratio, quiet turbofan. A preliminary design for an engine of 44 482-newtons

(10 000 lb) of thrust was evolved from a parametric computer-programmed study en-

compassing many engine cycle variations, component arrangements, and operational

limitations. The engine had a bypass ratio of 7.47 and a fan pressure ratio of 1.25. A

mechanical layout and weight study for this engine, scaled to 55 602 newtons (12 500 Ib)

of thrust, was made in reference 1.

The characteristics desired for this type of engine are compactness, lightweight,

and a high ratio of thrust to engine and fuel weight. A mechanical limitation imposed by

noise considerations was that the fan tip speed could not exceed 305 meters per second

(1000 ft/sec). As discussed in part I (ref. 2), these requirements resulted in a fan-

drive turbine that had to develop its power at a relatively low blade speed. The turbine

design selected for this engine (ref. 2) consisted of 3½-stages with a stage loading factor

(ratio of change in tangential velocity to blade speed) of 4. As discussed in part I, a

stage loading factor of 4 represents a regime where the adequacy of the efficiency esti-

mation procedure has not been confirmed (ref. 2). Yet, if conventional stage loading

factors (1.5 to 1.0) had been used, the number of stages would have been 8 to 12.

The details of this design procedure are described in part I. The turbine was a

free-vortex design with high aspect ratio and shrouded rotor blades. The performance

of the first stage, modified for axial inlet conditions, was determined experimentally in

cold air and is included in reference 2.

The first stage of reference 2 was combined with the second stage, third stage, and

outlet turning vanes; and the performance was obtained for the 2-, 3-, and 3_-stage
configurations. The inlet conditions of pressure and temperature were 1. 348×105 pas-

cals (1.33 atm) and 378 K (680 ° R). The three-stage configurations were investigated

at 70, 80, 90, 100, 110, and 120 percent of design speed. The two-stage turbine per-

formance was determined for 80, 90, 100, 110, 120, and 130 percent of design speed.

Each configuration was operated over a wide range of total-pressure ratio at each speed.

The basic performance data were obtained as equivalent torque, equivalent mass flow,

and average outlet flow angle as functions of turbine total-pressure ratio.

This report presents the additional performance data obtained for the 2-, 3-, and

3_-stage configurations. The data are of general interest in extending reliable per-
formance prediction methods to higher stage loading factor regimes.

SYMBOLS

A area, m2; ft2

g force-mass conversion constant, 1; 32.174 ft/sec 2

h specific entl_.lpy, J/g; B_/lb

I
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N rotative speed, rpm

P absolute pressure, N/m2; Ib/ft 2

R gas constant for mixture of air and combustion pro-Tucts used in this investigation,

288 J/kg. K; 53. 527 (ft. lb)/(lb) OR

T temperature, K; OR

U blade velocity, m/sec; ft/sec

V absolute gas velocity, m/sec; ft/sec

W gas velocity relative to moving blade, m/sec; ft/sec

w mass-flow rate (sum of air and fuel), kg/sec; lb/sec

absolute gas flow angle measured from axial direction, deg

"_ average absolute gas flow angle at turbine outlet, measured as deviation from

axial direction irrespective of sign, used in eq. (2), deg

/3 angle of gas flow relative to moving blade measured from axial direction, deg

ratio of specific heats, 1. 398 for mixture of air and combustion products used in

this investigation

5 ratio of inlet total pressure to U.S. standard sea-level pressure

function of 7, (0. 73959/_)[(? + 1)/2] 7/(_-1)

_7 efficiency based on total pressure ratio

8cr squared ratio of critical velocity at turbine inlet to critical velocity of U.S. stand-
ard sea-level air

T torque, N-m; ft-lb

Subscripts:

0 station at turbine inlet (see fig. 2(a))

1 station at stator outlet on velocity diagram

lg cavity pressure station (see fig. 2(a))

2 station at rotor outlet on velocity diagram

3g cavity pressure station (see fig. 2(a))

4 station at outlet of 2-stage turbine (see fig. 2(c))

5g cavity pressure station (see fig. 2(a))

6 station at outlet of 3-stage turbine (see fig. 2(b))

7 station at outlet of 3½-stage turbine (see fig. 2(a))

3
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TURBINE DESCRIPTION

The details of the turbine blading design were described in reference 2. The tur-

bine velocity diagram is included herein for convenience (fig. 1). The turbine was a

free-vortex design with a nearly symmetrical diagram. The flow path for the 2-, 3-,

3_-stage configurations is shown in figure 2. In all cases inner and outer fairingand

pieces were provided at the turbine outlet, which were of constant diameter equal to the

hub and tip diameters, respectively, at the outlet of the aRermost blade row. A photo-

graph of the rotor assembly is shown in figure 3.

The design requirements for the 3- and 3_-stage configurations are as follows:

Equivalent specific work output, Ah/0cr , J/g; Btu/lb .......... 52. 206; 22.445

Equivalent mass flow, Ew 0_f_cr/5, kg/sec; lb/sec ............ 19. 128; 42.17

Equivalent mean blade speed, Urn/ 0_f_cr, m/sec; ft/sec ......... 66.17; 217.1

The requirements for the two-stage turbine are the same except for the equivalent spe-

cific work output which is 34.804 joules per gram (14.963 Btu/lb).

APPARAT US INSTR UMENTATION AND PROCE DURE

The test facility was that described in reference 2. The procedure and instrumen-

ration employed in these tests are nearly the same as those described in reference 2

and are discussed herein only briefly for convenience.

Airflow was measured with a calibrated Dall tube, which is a modified type of ven-
turi meter. The fuel flow-rate to the turbine inlet-air heater was measured with a flat-

plate orifice. Both of these flow measuring devices required an upstream pressure, an

upstream temperature, and a characteristic differential pressure. The turbine mass

flow rate was determined as the sum of these two flows.

The turbine rotatton_.l speed was measured with an electronic counter and a square

toothed sprocket, which was mounted on the turbine shaft. Turbinc output torque was

measured with a static load cell on the cradled dynamometer stator. The torque meas-

uring system was calibrated before and after each day's run.

The turbine was instrumented at the stations shown in figure 2. The inlet (station 0)

was common to all configurations. The instrumentation at this station consisted of six

wall static taps, a rake of five thermocouples, and two total-pressure probes (fig. 4).

..... mm
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The probe total pressure was used for setting inlet conditions, and the inlet total pres-

sure used for the efficiency was calculated from the equation

P__0= + + y -_____11 RT (1)

P0 2gT 0]

as discussed in reference 2.

At station 4, the outlet of the two-stage configuration, the instrumentation consisted

of eight wall static-pressure taps and two combination probes (fig. 4). T:.e outlet total

pressure was calculated by the equation

I)

P4 y- 1

which is the same as that used for the inlet except that the flow area is adjusted by the

deviation angle _4" The angle _4 is the average deviation from the axial direction,
irrespective of sign. This angle was measured at the area center radii of five equal
concentric annular areas.

At stations 6 and 7 the static pressure was measured with eight wall taps (see

fig. 4). The flow angle was measured at the area center radii of four equal concentric

annular areas. The equation used to calculate the outlet total pressure at stations 6 and

7 is the same as that used for station 4 (eq. (2)). The turbine outlet total temperature

(W_, W_, or W_) was derived from the inlet total temperature W_, torque, speed, and
mass flow. At the stations lg, 3g, and 5g static pressure was measured in the outer

cavities (see fig. 2(b)) with two taps installed at each station.

The observed data are presented for each configuration as curves of equivalent

torque, equivalent mass flow, and average outlet flow angle as functions of total pres-

sure ratio for the various speeds. The performance maps were constructed from plots

of equivalent specific work output and equivalent mass-flow-speed parameter as func-

tions of total pressure ratio.

The inlet total pressure and total temperature were maintained constant at

1.348><105 pascals (1.33 atm) and 378 K (680 ° R). The 3- and 3_-stage configurations
were investigated at 70, 80, 90, 100, 110, and 120 percent of design speed. The 2-

stage turbine performance was determine for 80, 90, 100, 110, 120, and 130 percent of

design speed. Each configuration was operated over a wide range of total-pressure ratio

at each speed.

5
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section includes the following: a description of the performance of the tlu'ee

stage groupings, a discussion of the effect of measurement error on efficiency, a dis-

cussion of stage work distribution at the condition of design work extracti_l, ior the

3_-stage configuration, a comparison of predicted and experime,_£A
efficiencies for the

stage groupings and individual stages, and a discussion of a possible blading adjustment.

Stage Grouping Performance

Two-stage configuration. - The data obtained for the two-stage configuiatmn are

shown as equivalent mass flow, £.tuivalent torque, and average outlet flow angle as

functions of total-pressure ratio in figures 5 to 7. Figure 5 shows that choking does not

occur for the range of pressure ratios investigated, and figure 6 shows that limiting

loading is not approached at any of the speeds. This is the expected result for a turbine

employing low relative Mach numbers (fig. 1). In figure 8 the data of figures 5 to 7 are

combined to obtain the performance map. The 2-stage turbine developed design work

output at a pressure ratio of 1. 701, corresponding to an efficiency of 0. 853. The equi-

valent mass flow at this condition was 20. 008 kilograms per second (44.10 lb/sec) or

1.046 times design. The corresponding mass flow for the single-stage turbine (ref. 2)

at design work extraction was 1. 049 times the desi_, value. Thus, the mass-flow-work

extraction characteristic of the 2-stage turbine closely duplicates that of the single-

stage configuration. The average outlet flow angle (fig. 7) was 32.0 ° at a pressure ratio

of 1. 701 compared with a mean radius design flow angle of 36.85 °.

Three-stage configuration. - The basic data obtained for the 3-stage turbine are
shown in figures 9 to 11. The turbine was near choking at the highest pressure ratios

for all speeds (fig. 9). The torque curves of figure 10 show no indication of limiting

loading. The performance map was constructed from the data of figures 9 to 11 and is

shown in figure 12. Equivalent design work output was obtained for the 3-stage turbine

at a total pressure ratio of 2. 295 corresponding to an efficiency of 0.853.

The mass-flow at this condition was 19.94 kilograms per second (43.96 lb/sec) or

1. 042 of design. Thus the 3-stage turbine has a mass flow work extraction characteris-

tic that is very close to that of the single-stage and 2-stage configurations. The outlet

flow angle of the 3-stage turbine was 36.2 ° at design work extraction (P_/P_ = 2. 295)as

compared with the design mean radius flow angle of 36.85 ° (fig. 11).

Three and a half sta_e turbine. - The performance data for the 3_ stage turbine are

shown in figures 13 to 15. The 3½-stage turbine was operated at higher pressure-ratios

. (fig. 13) than was the 3-stage (fig. 9) and therefore appears to be more definitely choked.

6
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This effectisalso shown inthetorquecurves offigure14 where the S_-stageturbineisI

shown to be near limiting-loadingatthe highestpressureratio,whereas thepressure

ratiorange coveredfortheS-stageturbine(fig.9)was notgreatenoughto show this

trend. The overallperformance map constructedfrom thedataoffiguresI3 to 15 is

shown infigure16.

The 3_-stageturbinedevelopeddesignequivalentwork outputata pressureratioof

.i

2. 290, with a corresponding efficiency of 0. 855. The equivalent mass flow at this con-

dition was 20. 012 kilograms per second (44.12 lb/sec) or 1. 046 times the design mass -_.

flow. Thus, the mass flow at design work extraction was very closely matched for all

the stage groupings.

The efficiency and mass-flow results for the stage groupings including the single-

stage results of reference 2, are summarized in table I.

TABLE I. - EFFICIENCY AND

MASSFLOW RESULTS

Number of Experi- Mass flow,
turbine mental fraction

stage efficiency _f design

1 0.858 1. 049
2 .853 1. 046

3 .853 1. 042

3_ 855 1. 046g

EffectofMeasurement Error on Efficiency

IntableI itcan be notedthattheefficiencyofthe3½ stageturbinewas 0.855 and
thatof the3-stageturbinewas 0.853. The factthatthe3-stagewas lower (eventhough

onlyslightly)indicatesthatone of theseefflcienciesmust be in error.

The accuracyof the turbineefficiencydepends on themeasurements of torque,

speed, nmss flow,staticpressure,and outletflowangle. Of thesequantities,the

measurement ofoutletflowanglewas the most probablesource of efficiencyerror.

The effectofa 1° change intheoutletangle N was determinedatthe conditionof

designwork outputforthe threestagegroupingsand forthesingle-stageturbineof
" reference 2. These results are listed in table H. A 1° error in _ affects the

1977011213-009



TABI,EII.- EFFEC_ OF f_,LEASUREMENT

ERROR ON EFFICIENCY

Number of Efficiency iMaximum efficiency
turbine change for error due to outlet
stages A_ --1° pressuretrans-

ducer

1 0.015 0.0083
2 .0054 .0049

3 .0048 .0040

. .00037 0047

efficiency of the 2- and 3-stage turbines by about 0.005 but has only a slight effect on

the efficiency of the 3_-stage turbine.

.d

The outlet static-pressure measurement is another source of error because of the

inaccuracy of the pressure transducers. The effect on efficiency of a maximum error

in outlet static pressure are included in table II. These effects were also determined at

design work output using the maximum transducer error (1/4 percent of the maximum

transducer operating pressure). The tabulated maximum efficiency error due to trans-

ducer error was between 0.004 and 0. 005 for the 2-, 3-, and 3_-stage configurations.

4

Even thisamount oferror iscontingenton thetwo outletabsolutepressuretransducers

beinginerror inthe same direction(eithertoo highor too low)simultaneously.

R isfelt,therefore,thatthemost likelycause oftheuntenableefficiencyrankingof

the 3- and 3_-stageconfigurationsis due tothe error indetermining
theoutletflow

angle. The outlet flow angle error may result partly from installation error in mount-

ing the probe and actuator _.nd partl from the averaging method of reducing the many

angle readings into one effective average flow angle. The effects on efficiency shown in

table II would also indicate that the 3_-stage results are the most reliable
,i

of the four

configurations. The effect of angle error on efficiency is over 10 times as great for the

3-stage turbine as it is for the 3_-stage configuration.

Stage Work Distribution

The turbine was equipped with two cavity pressure measuring taps each at stations

Ig, 3g, and 5g (fig. 2). The Lxtent of including the cavity pressures was to establish the

stage work distribution. This method was not satisfactory, however, for two reasons:

(I) The gradient of cavity-pressure-to-inlet-pressure ratio against specific work output

1977011213-010
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was very small, such thata small error incavitypressureresultedin a largechange in

specificwork output. (2)There were onlytwo cavitypressuretapsateach locationand

one or more ofthesesixwere frequentlyinoperative,thus,reliablecavitypressures

couldnotbe determinedformany ofthedatapoints.

The mass-flow measurement was, therefore,used to indicatethedistributionof
work

among thethreestagesusingthe 3_- 2-,.andl-stageconfigurations.The mass-
flowvaluefordesignwork ext,-actionforthe3_-stageconfiguration(fig.17)was
20.012kilogramsper second (44.12Ib/sec). This mass-flow valuew as used todenote

thespecificwork outputofthe 2- and l-stageconfigurationsinfigure17. The stage

work distributionsare shown intableIll.

TABLE I_. - STAGE WORK DISTRIBUTION

Stage SpecifiC work output, Fraction of total

J/g; Btu/lb work output

1 17. 212; 7.40 0.330

2 17. 654; 7.59 . 338

3 17. 340; 7.455 . 332

The stage work distribution was very close to design, in which each stage developed

0. 333 of the total work output.

Comparison with Predicted Efficiencies

Stage groupin_ efficiency. - The efficiencies of the three turbine configurations at

the condition of design work extraction are compared with the efficiency predicted by

using reference 3 in tab:,e IV. The predicted overall efficiencies of the stage groupings

were obtained by using the design stage work outputs and predicted stage efflciencies of

the individual stages. The stage effictencies were determined from figure 18, which is

derived from reference 3 and is a reproduction of figure l(a) of reference 2. The over-

all pressure ratio was determined from the product of the stage pressure ratios. Thus

the overall efficiency of the stage groupings includes the effect of reheat. In the cases

where the turbines had outlet turning vanes, the outlet turning vane loss was estimated

by using figure 203('0) of reference 4, and this loss was then factored into the overall

pressure ratio. The turbines from references 5 and 6 are included in the comparison
of table IV.

1977011213-011



TABLE IV. - COMPARISON OF PREDICTED

AND EXPERIMENTAL EFFICIENCIES

Number of Efficiency Average

turbine ...........stage

stages Experl- Predicted loading

mental (ref. 3) factor

2 0. 853 0.869 4

3 .853 .869 4

33_2 .855 .863 4a .885 .891 .q

b_2- .852 .843 5

aFrom ref. 5.

bFrom ref. 6.

Both the2- and 3-stageconfigurationshad an experimentalefficiencyof0.853,

which in bothcases was 0.016 lowerthanthepredictedefficiency.The resultsobtained

3{-stageturbinewere consideredthemost reliableofthethreeconfigurations.withthe

R had an efficiencyof 0.855 or 0.008lower thanthepredictedvalueof0.863. Thisre-

sultissimilarto thatof reference5 where the experimentalefficiencywas 0.006 lower

thanthepredictedvalue. The 4_-stageturbineofreference6 had an experimental
effi-

ciency 0.009 higherthanthepredictedvalue. Insummary, theexperimentalefficien-

31-stageturbineand thetwo referenceturbines 'erewithin0.01 cf theties of the pre-

dicted value. This agreement demonstrates the adequacy of the prediction method for

high-stage-loading-factor turbines.

Secondand third sta_e efficiencie_. - In addition to the stage [Touping efficiencies,
it is also possible to determine the individual stage efficiencies from the test results
described herein and from those of reference 2. This was done for the condition of

design 3-stage work extraction using the results from the 3½-, 2-, and 1-stage config-
urations. The pressureratiosofthe2- and I-stageconfigurationswere thendeter-

mined at thereferencemass flow(fig.17),20.012 kilogramsper second (44.12Ib/sec).

The stagepressure ratiosforthesecond and thirdstagescouldthenbe isolated,and the

stageefftcienciesdetermined. These efficiencieswere ofinterestbecause thepredic-

tioncurve (fig.18)indicatesa substantialdifferencebetween theefficiencyof _.first

stageand thatof an intermediatestageat highstageloadingfactors. The resulm of

thisprocedureare summarized intableV. The two aftstagesof thereference5 tur-

bineare includedinthecomparison. Ingeneraltheagreement lsgood between theex-

perimentalpolnt_and thepredictedefficiency.The greatestdeviationwas 0.017 for

the second stage of the reference turbine.

10
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TABLE V. - COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL

AND PREDICTED STAGE EFFICIENCY

Stage Stage efficiency Predicted stage Stage
determined efficiency b load_.ng

from experi- fac. •

mental results --"

2 0. 837 0. 849 4

3 .856 .849 4

a2 .846 .863 3.5

a3 .923 .913 I.64

aFrom ref.5.

bSee ref.3 and fig.18.

Blading Adjustment

The velocitydiagram of reference 2, which was constructed from the experimental

results, indicatedthatthe flow out of the statorand rotor was underturned by 1.4° and

, 1.7° respectively. Itwas suggested in reference 2 thatresettingtheblades would

cause design mass flow to occur at design specificwork output. Itwas feltthatthis

would improve the performance at design work outputby causing the peak efficiencyto

failcloser to the design point. This appears to be equally applicablefor the 2-, 3-,
.i

and _2-stage configurations. The mass-flow - speed characteristicsfor the 2-, 3-, and

3_stage c._nfigurationsare similar to that 9fthe single-stageturbine, with 0.04 or

more excess mass flow occurring at the design work output-design speed condition.

Also, the magnitude of the peak efficiency_nd itsrelationto the design point (figs.8,

12, and 16) are similar to thatobtained for the single-stageturbine.

_UMMARY OF RESULTS

performance of the 2-, 3-, and 3_-stage" configurations of a _,_-stageThe cold air

fan-drive turbine with a stage loading factor of 4 has been determined. The p,_rtinent

results are as follows:

1. The 3_-stage turbine produced design equivalent work output at an eft',clency of
0.855. The efflcif, ucy estimated for this turbine from a reference predlchon method
was O. 863.

{ II
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2. At the condition of design work extraction at design speed the ratio of equivalent

mass flow to design equivalent mass flow was 1. 046, 1. 042, and 1. 046 for the 3_-, 3-,
and 2-stage configurations, respectively. -The corresponding ratio for the single-stage

turbine, obtained in the reference investigation, was 1. 049. T! is indicates that the

specific work-mass flow characteristics were closely matched for the three stages.

3. The stage work-distribution was determined from the 3_-, 2-, and single-stage
results to be first stage, 0.330; second stage, 0.338; and third stage, 0.332. The de-

sign distribution was 0. 333 for all stages. --"

4. The excess mass flow occurring at design speed and design work output indicated

the desirability of a blading geometry adjustment to increase the stator blade and rotor

blade outlet flow angles and thereby to cause design mass flow to occur at design spe-

cific work output.

5. The validity of the performance prediction method for turbines with high stage

loading factor was demonstrated by the fact that the 31-stage efficiency was predicted
within 0. 008.

Lewis Research Center,

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Cleveland, Ohio, October 26, 1976,

505 -04.
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